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Greek Show
Sets Variety
As Theme

rof Says ’Power Elite’
anipulates Soviet Laws
By PA I I F. ELLUIS
Cop Editor

-The Sosiet Union is still
police state whose laws are
anipulated by a ’power
011
ite. and not postulated
e natural rights of man delie sweeping legal system
sages since the death of
G.
This was the theme of Glenn
roil, Soviet law authority and I
tyear SJS assistant professor
political science, as he spoke to
r 200 students who jammed
42 yesterday morning to hear
speak on "Justice for the
’,ideal in Post-Stalin Russia."
ALIN GOESLAW COMES
Legal changes, beginning with
Decree of Amnesty in March
1 shortly after Stalin’s death,
eived their major impetus from
denunciation of ex -Premier
ria in July 1953 and his execun in December of that year.
e changes have made Soviet law
arbitrary, Mr. Morgan said.
Soviet citizens are no longer
der constant fear of being
eked-up ill the night by the
ret Police (now the MVDMKVD),
GB, formerly the
rofessor Morgan said. An act
the Supreme Soviet in sapnine!. 1903 eliminated the Sped Board of the MKVD which
re November of 1934 had exd the power to impose a
e-year esile, deportation or
prisonment without a trial or
hy the courts.

Jazz Critics’

am Today
Social Affairs Committee
II present a two-hour show
is afternoon by the Jazz
air,, local jazz quartet. acriling to Syd Dunton, SAC
trrtainment chairman.
The show will take place

the Cafeteria snack bar from
pm., Dunton said. There will
no admission charge made, he
ed.
afeteria Manager Michael Dohas donated the use of that
Iron of the building and au of
equipment needed for the
, Dunton explained.
The only conditions that have
n bolted on to the use of the
Ming is that there be no
sing and that the entertainnt doesn’t disturb patrons of
Cafeteria, Dunton said.
uring the performance, the
k bar will be open, Dunton
and it is hoped that students
patmnize it.
e Jazz Critic group is headed
Primo Villarruz, who is feaI nn the piano, and is also
alist. Backing him up are a
s. drums and a sax.
’This is the first of what we
l* sill be a regular Thursday
teartion," Minton said. "In
e future there will he folk
tem, jazz groups and other
has,"

e purpose is to bring entermr,nt to the student
body,
Ion said. It will continue as
as there is student support,
addett

brope Returnee ,
b Talk Tonight
I

Loberg. a University of
,n.1 student
who recently
from Europe, will speak
Lutheran
t at 7.15, Students Assn.
h and San Christian Center,
Fernando Sts.
spent two months in
ac as part of a
study for the
iieran Students
Assn. of Amerand the
National Lutheran
Inch. Ile will
give his views
he cnnditions
In churches and
students in the
countries he
ed
nner will
be at 6 p.m. Cost
be 50 cents.

Soviet workers are no longer
tried in court for absenteeism
or such offenses as "being 20
minutes lute to work," the political science hultructor said.
Since the passage of the labor
act in April 1956 workers may
move from Job to Job If they
give two weeks notice, and lateness Is punished by management,
not criminal law.
"Punishment by analogy," which
had previously allowed Russian
courts to convict persons who
were "socially dangerous" (whether they had violated a particular

Books Caged
To Protect,
Not Censor
"Tobacco Road," "B abbi t,"
"God’s Little Acre" and "The
Naked and the Dead" are not on
the open shelves in the Library.
These booksand several huna
dred others are shelved in
locked cage on the first book stack
level. The books are available
only by request at the circulation desk.
"This is not meant to be censorship," Miss Joyce Backus, college librarian, said yesterday. But
she said "evil minds" might get
hold of some of the books "and
make bad use of them."
Many of the locked up hooks
are those that could easily be
damagedthey have loose plates
and tables. Many are about sex.
Miss Backus said faculty pressure puts many books into the
cage. "We don’t want to have
any argument with them," she
said, "but you get a little annoyed with them."
"I don’t know how some of
those things get in there," she
continued, "we must go over that
cage and remove some books
which shouldn’t be there."
Many books are put in the cage
after previous copies have been
badly damaged. A set of books
by a French author was defaced
by "somebody with a dirty mind,"
Miss Backus said, and the replacements were put in the cage
for protection.

Briton Speaker
Tonight at 7
Sir ILI/All Mitchell, Stanford I niversity lecturer and
former member of British
Parliatnent, will be the
speaker at a 7 p.m dinner
meeting. in the Cafeteria faculty dining room.

World Affairs Council of San
Jose and the International Relations Club are sponsoring the
meeting.
Sir Harold, a native of Scotland, served 14 years in the House
of Commons and three years as
vice chairman of the British Conservative Party. He is now a lecturer in Hispanic -American Studies at Stanford.
Student charge for the dinner is $2.50. Reservations should
have been made with the World
Affairs Council, 1738 Marlyn
Way.
Sir Harold was educated at
Eaton College, the Royal Military
College at Sandhurst and Oxford
University. Ile was made a baronet in 1945.
In World War If, he served as
a staff colonel in Anti -Aircraft
Command and as liaison officer to
Polish forces.
Sir Ilarold has a home in Jamaica, where he entertained Sir
Winston Churchill in 1953, and
plantations in Guatemala, Republic of Honduras and British Honduras. lie recently returned from
Cuba and Puerto Rico, where he
was collecting material for his
Stanford seminar.

law or nut) was abolished in December 1958.
"Laws affecting juvenile delinquents have been changed to raise
the legal age for full legal responsibility from 14 to 16 years," Professor Morgan said. Fourteen is
the age for partial responsibility
(murder, rape, train wrecks). "The
Russians are particularly sensitive
about their transportation system," the law authority jibed.
"This all gives a picture of
legal justice which can be meted out only by the courts and
which Is impartial," he said.
"But there is a fly in the ointment in the anti-parasite laws
passed in eight of Russia’s 15
Soviet republics from 1957-59."
The laws allow a person to be
sentenced from two to 10 years
without recourse to a court, Professor Morgan explained. They are
tried by "administration," consisting of a group of the accused’s
"neighbors." Any person who "carries on a parasitic mode of life"
and lives on "unearned income"
is under the jurisdiction of this
system.
"The Soviet leaders have found
that people work better when not
living under fear, so they have
simply relieved the tension. Thus,
the new legal changes have really
produced a "modified" Stalin system, Professor Morgan concluded.

A variety of comedy skits
and musical acts are in final
rehearsal for the two-night
run of the All -Greek Show
which opens tomorrow night
at 8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Ten sororities will present musical comedy acts in the sorority
division of the show tomorrow
night.
Organizations entered are Chi
Omega, Phi Mu, Delta Gamma,
Kappa Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Alpha Phi, Kappa Alpha
Theta, Gamma Phi Beta, Sigma
Kappa and Delta Zeta, according
to Mike Brady, chairman of the
show.
The fraternity divlaion will
compete Saturday night. A variety of skits will be offered by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Phi
Epsilon, Delta Sigma Phi, Lambda Chi Alpha, Theta XI, Sigma
Cid and Alpha Tan Omega.
The show is sponsored by Theta
Chi fraternity and admission is
free. Spectators should come early
for the performances, Brady said,
as some persons were turned away
from the show last year.
"There are fewer acts this year,
but they are better," Brady stated.
The winner in each division will
be announced following the performance each night.

$17,100Awarded SJS
To Study Real Estate
A $17,100 grant from the
California State Real Estate
Division recently, was awarded San Jose State to undertake three research projects.
This is the second such
award SJS has been given.
Approximately $10,000 of the allotment will be used to study the
industrial growth of Santa Clara
Valley from 1950 to 1959.
The industrial growth survey
will be conducted by Robert W.
Travis, associate professor of business. Santa Clara County industries will be asked why they selected this area for their plants,
why they chose the particular location of their factories and to
evaluate their choice of location.
Students will assist Dr. Travis
with the survey.
A second project to be begun
with the special fund grant will
be the preparation of two sound
film strips on property evalua-

Doctor To Speak
In Concert Hall

Dr. Paul Moses, eminent San
Francisco throat specialist, will
discuss problems of the voice and
teaching voice today at 1:30 in
Concert Hall.
The talk, sponsored by the
Speech Clinic, will be open to all
interested persons.
Dr. Moses comes to SJS once a
month to act as consultant for
the Speech and Drama Department. He also is consultant with
the San Francisco Opera Co. and
has written many books and articles on the voice.
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Hon. The films will be used
throughout the state in teaching
property appraisal and at realty
meetings.
An appraisal of single residences and apartment house property is the third research project.
Last year 811,250 was given
to SJS by the State Real Estate Division. The grant was
used for a survey of housing
needs and trends in San Jose.
These special funds for grants
to colleges and universities artset up from deductions on all
state real estate licenses.
Announcement of the grant was
made by Dr. Milburn D. Wright,
college business division head, following a meeting of real estate
and insurance department members and California Real Estate
Assn. President James C. Clayton
of San Jose. .

Youth Worker
Talks Tonight
Father Walter Schmidt, nationally known youth ’worker, will
speak tonight at 7:30 in science
Building lecture room 142.
lie will speak on the recreational needs and problems of the adolescent. The talk is sponsored by
the campus student section of the
California Recreation Society,
Father Schmidt is community
relations director of the Santa
Clara Community Youth Village.
He has been dean of men and a
teacher of philosophy and theology
at the University of Santa Clara.

Student Council yesterday
was busy plugging gaps in
student government during
an agenda so crowded the
council couldn’t get through
it all.
Sixteen students have new
jobs in the student government
structure, with still two spots to
be filled.
Heading the newly formed Cultural Affairs Committee is Stephanie Green, a junior art major.
Miss Green was chosen over Anne
Geraghty, a sophomore, fine arts
major. 130th women were interviewed by the entire council.
Four of six Cultural Affairs
Committee positions were also
filled upon recommendation of
the interviewing conunittee composed of council members.
Miss Geraghty, Joyce Flores,
Vicki Greenlee and Bob Davis will
work with Miss Green on the CAC.

other broadcasting officials to plan
a coordinated attack on commercials which dupe the public. The
meeting lasted for an hour and a
half. Other sessions are planned
for the future, possibly with advertising agency representatives sittine in.
KHRUSHCHEV DEFENDS
ACTION
VIENNA (UPI) --Premier Nikita S. Khrushchey told the workers of Budapest yesterday it was
his "sacred duty" to use Russian
troops tn crush the 1956 Hungarian revolt.
"Had we not helped you, we
would have been called fools and

Other Business

Other council business transacted yesterday included:
LA TORRESharon Maloney,
editor of La Torre, reported the
yearbook’s progress to the council.
She told council members just
what they would look like In the
book, which got the council in a
listening mood, then explained
ANNE SARRATT
some of the features. These insaves two lives
clude a white, gold and brown cov10 STUDENTS QUIZZED
er with a plume decorating it, and
The interviewing committee last 26 pages in full color.
week talked to 10 students seeking
Ad and copy sales of La Torre
CAC posts but only five were rec- have more than doubled, compared
ommended as qualified. Two more to this time last year.
CAC positions have yet to be
INTRA - MURAL PROGRAM
filled.
Dale Squire, men’s P.E. instructor,
Jan Nelson. ASB executive requested an additional $700 from
secretary who headed the inter- ASB funds for the intra-mural
By CAROLE WARREN
viewing committee, said the
Heroic Anne Sarratt, JS committee was "very impressed" program. He said lack of funds
has curtailed the program’s value
freshman, recently was awar- by Don Bryan, who had applied to students unable to take part in
for
the
Personnel and Public Re- varsity sports. The number of
ded a Red Cross Certificate
lations director position.
college
active in this proof Merit for her "courageous "Everything we asked him about -ram is men
growing with the growing
his
job he had already done," Miss enrollment. The council agreed
action and quick thinking" in
Nelson said. Bryan got the job.
with him. The total budget for
saving a mother and her 10intramural sports is now $2500.
NEW
HANDBOOK
EDITOR
year-old son from drowning
ELECTION EVALUATION
Joan Peterson is the new "Sparlast August.
COMMITTEE
ASB Prosecuting
"We were swimming just off
Attorney Pat McClenahan explained the feelings of this comPleasure Point at a private beaci
mittee toward the present election
between Santa Cruz and Capit,,
pocedure, and outlined several
in an unusually heavy surf,"
recommended changes.
called the 17 -year-old coed.
Changes recommended included
She continued, "I had been
’ creation of an ASB sub-committee
swimming and had just lost my
to handle elections, thereby taking
By RAYMOND LANE
surf mat when I saw a woman
Presi- ; the task off the shoulders of the
WASHINGTON (UPI)
and young boy struggling and dent Eisenhower said today he student court, and abolition of the
screaming for help some 600 yards
still hopes for a balanced budget ’preferential ballot in favor of a
off shore."
in the current fiscal year and for plurality ballot.
Other swimmers were In the
a small surplus in the budget he
area, but only Miss Sarratt
will send to Congress next year
heeded the victims’ pleas for
for the 1961 fiscal year.
help in the choppy waters.
He conceded at his news confer - 1J
"The most I could do was to
ence that the recent steel strike
hold the boy’s head above water."
such a drop in ’Treasum
The woman, Mrs. Conna Hay, of
revenues
venues that his delicately-balSanta Cruz. was an experienced
anced budget for the year ending
display
SL\ San Jos, homes
swimmer, but was exhausted and
June 30 has been placed "in niChristmas season decorations for
panicky, claimed Miss Sarratt.
very precarious position."
the 12th annual Yuletide Tour
"It took a long time to get back
But the President said he has I Sunday to raise funds for the
to shore because we were out past
been conferring with government Spartan Y. The tour will run from
any real waves. A kind of rolling officials in hopes that reduced I to 6 p.m.
motion was all we had to push us spending would offset the revenuel
"Home for Christmas" will be
back to the beach," she answered
loss by the steel walkout. He saidi
sprightly. "Finally, we got in close a balanced budget this year would the theme for the decorations arenough for another swimmer to have a "tremendous effect" on the ranged by five decorators from
the area. SJS faculty member,
bring my mat to us.
U.S. economy and "all our friends Miss Ann Ballarian, assistant pro"One of my biggest problems abroad."
d.
fessor of art, will decorate one
was holding onto the boy.
" latest
fThe
oeta
mitseTreasury
etamitse
home. Spartan Y members will
He was in a state of shock;
gas ernrnent receipts and ex- serve as hostesses at the homes
so even when we put him on the
penditures, issued before it felt on the tour.
mat, the large& asses near
the full impart of the steel
The homes to be decorated are
shore would wasN him off and
strike, indicated a slight surplus the Fred A. Wool home, 10790
under the mat. Then I’d have to
almost
calling
for
budget
In a
Ftidgeview Way; the R. E. Simon’
find him again and pull him
979 billion in Federal spending. home, 325 Crest Drive; the M. J.
back up again," she gravely rein
the
next
As for the budget
Summer home, 1766 Patio; the
ported.
fiscal year, which begins July 1,
Miss Sarratt had been trained the President said "we must get A. C. Zeller home, 1336 Minnesota
in lifesaving methods and passed some small surplus" to start pay- Ave.; the Pat Hughes home, 1751
Cleveland, and the Holies Logue,
a test for Red Cross lifesaving cer- ing off on the national debt, now
Jr. home, 2533 Cottle Ave. Prof.
tificate. Mrs. Hay said that the over $291 billion.
Ballarian will be decorator for the
heroine had remained cool and
Warming to his subject, the Logue home.
quick-witted *throughout the res- President noted that the governThe tour is sponsored by the
ell,’
ment now pays more in interest San Jose State Spartan YMCA ii the debt than the $9 billion YWCA. Tickets are available at
it spent on all government opera- the Student Affairs Business Oftions in 1,110.
fice. TH16, or at the Spartan Y.
All seniors graduating In JanThey may also be purchased at
uary, 1960, must obtain matethe door of the homes Sunday. The
rials and information coneerncost is 75 cents for students and
ing graduation at windous 9
$l.0 for adults.
and II In A4m102 before Jan. I.
according to the registrar’s office.

SJS Coed
Wins Award
For Courage

Ike Still Hopes
For Surplus

c.

T oDisplay
For Y s Tour

January Grads

City Planning
aiK ionig

Karl J. Belser, director of
planning in the Santa Clara
County Planning Department
history would not have forgiven r will talk tonight at 7:30 in
us that foolishness," Khrushchev C11164 on "The Sociological
declared.
Aspects of City Planning."
OATH BADIKE
The lecture, sponsored kt

world wire

ASKS AD PLAN
WASHINGTON (UPIIChairman Earl W. Kinther of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
called on broadcasters today to
come up with a "plan without
loopholes" to keep false and misleading advertising off television
and radio.
Addressing a joint broadcastinggovernment conference, Kinther
also disclosed that his agency will
ask Congress next year for extra
funds to finance its stopped -up
drive to keep such advertising out
of an media.
Kinther called together the
heads of the major networks and

I tan From The Start" editor, and
’ Stephanie Williams and Sherrill
Arcemont were appointed to the
Orientation Committee.
Seven students were placed on
the Freshman Camp Committee.
Students appointed and their positions are: Chick Threlfall, assistant director; Chuck Wilson, special events director; Ric Trimillos,
athletic director; Mary Jones, discussion director; Judy Roberts,
registrar; Lolita Zook, discussion
director; and Becky Fudge, housing director.
*
*
*

WASHIgGTON (UPI) President Eisenhower said yesterday
he understood why some universities objected to the special loyal.
ty oath required of students seek.
ing government loans, but he deplored their refusal to participate
In the program.
IKE STARTS TOUR
WASHINGTON (UPII -- President Eisenhower was scheduled to
’eave the capital this morning for
his good will tour through 11 nations.

the Sociology Club. will deal with
the sociologist’s role in the planning of recreational facilities,
shopping centers and zoning laws.
Mr. Belser holds a DA. degree
in architecture from the University of Michigan. Ile received his
master’s degree from Harvard in
1927. From 1928 to 1929 he studied abroad under the George Booth
Traveling Fellowship.
The talk is open to the public.
Fred Croshaw, president of the
club, will introduce the speaker.

SPARTANS
Whitey Christmas
that gifted young
roan about Campus,
didn’t know how
he was going to get
his Spartan jacket
back from his
trusted roomie,
Rudolph Deer
until he had an
inspired thought.
He came down to
R/A and bought him
one of his very
own for Xmas.
Only 23.75,
and worth it.

Roos

Thursday, December 1, 1959

2SPARTAN D.41.11Y

Editorial

STUDENT

What Flags Should Fly?
The demonstrations in Panama last
weekend did no credit to the United States.
But the reasons for the "riots" are even
more discrediting.
The "riots" were by "anti-American
mobs . . . sliouting bands . . . attackers,"
according to the press.
Their reasons?
The "300 demonstrators" were "mostly
youths. trying to plant a Panamanian flag
in the Canal Zone on this 136th anniversary
of the country’s independence from Spain,"

in which the president of the college is personally attacked: no factual basis is given.
A postscript declares: "If we are under a
democratic system here at state, (this letter)
will be printed."
Democracy? For whom? What kind of
democracy do %,e have when any disgrunt-

The Ford Foundation announced
Tuesday it would give a $156.000
grant to the Actor’s Workshop of
San Francisco as part of grants
totaling $559,000 to four professional reportory theaters in the
United States. The Workshop will
receive the grant, however, only if
the community contributes a
matching sum.
Actor’s Workshop was founded
In 1952 by Jules Irving and Herbert Blau, San Francisco State
College professors.

"nteFER

the newspaper said.
The Panama Canal, our history teachers
always said, was only leased to us, not sold.
The "rioters" were forced back with
tear gas and fire hoses with the help of
U.S. Army troops.
Is it wrong for the Panamanians to want
their flag flown in the Canal Zone?
is it wrong for U.S. officials not to permit this, at the cost of anti-American
"riots"?
Something’s wrong somewhere. R.T.

EOrrorz_
tap
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led letter writer can slamamother person’s
character or ability without juitifiation
in a paper read by approximately 13,000
people?
Freedom of press and of speech must
he balanced against responsibility. If we
deny responsibility we cannot justify eithJ.H.A.
er of these freedoms

Special Rates for
Married Students

Phone CH 34116
Day or Night
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the film worthwhile at all.
Franciosa is top man on the
acting totem pole, and with the
assistance of the three others,
brings a sure loser home into at
least the "fair" Circle.
"Career" is the story, now thin
at the elbows, of the good, talented guy with a passion for seeing
his name up in lights, who learns
the art of Succen is best achieved
through using your friends’ back
as a dartboard.
LOCAL BOY MARES GOOD
Franciosa is the hometown
(Lansing, Mich.) boy who makes
good after years of garret subsistence in off-Broadway and road
company parts (one as a cop),
then ends up a star but friendless.
The Idea used to be a good
one, but like the hall carpet, it
has been beaten limp so that the
story comes through the meat
grinder as another In the long,
dreary line of so-so stories about
the Star and How He Got There
via the Jab in the dark.
See "The Velvet Alley," "What
Makes Sammy Run?," ’The Comedian," "A Face in the Crowd,"
and "The Sweet Smell of Success."
*SHIRLEY IVracCLAINE, cast
as the goose-brained rich man’s
daughter is still very good, but her
timing of parts comes too close to
a similar role in "Some Came Run-

Drama

,

(
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By PHI LEIS MACKAI.I.
Art and Music Editor

It’s Christmas in the Art Gallery. The fabulous, fanciful Christmas tree designed by Leonard G.
Stanley, associate professor of art,
now is on display. Be sure to
see it.
And while you’re admiring the
tree, be sure to take in Mark Adams’ wonderful, colorful tapestries.
Adams himself will be on campus
Dec. 9 to talk with design students.
fling,’ where she plays a carbon
*
*
*
type, only minus the furs, and
scotch and sodas.
The Humanities Club will preDean Martin seems to be de- sent an "Ancient Greek Night"
veloping as an tutor (if he’d Just Dec. 17 in TH55. A reading of Ardrop the singing) and will prob- istophanes’ "The Wealth" and othably some day go the Frank Si- er Greek poems will be presented.
natra road and steal an Oscar; An illustrated art lecture also
though his acting in "Career" is might be given. The club is planstill somewhat less than Olivier, ning a "Modern Greek Night" for
he stands up well in the com- later in the semester.
pany of spangled stars.
*
*
*
Miss Jones, a dead ringer for
Pianist Sylvia Woodkey is a stuBette Davis 30 years ago, is up to
dent of John B. Delevoryas, assisther par but doesn’t have a very
ant professor of music, instead of
good chance to show her stuff.
the music professor listed in yesFEW HIGH SPOTS
terday’s review of the student reMost of the best scenes in "Cacital.
hub
Franciosa
at
the
have
reer"
*
*
*
and without him, the film wouldn’t
The Men’s Glee Club, revived
stand a chance. As it is, the viewec
has the feeling ten minutes after after a four year lapse, will sing
he has left the theater that he for the Rotary Club Dec. 16 at the
cannot, for the life of him, recall St. Claire Hotel. The Women’s
Glee Club also will perform at the
a single impressive moment.
There are no real highs in function.
*
*
"Career" and for the most part
*
She movie has too many lows,
An exhibition of oils and waterresulting in a gold star for only colors by Maynard Stewart, asso
the casting director.
Both the direction and the photography are credible, but the overall impression one gets is that
BEST GAS PRICES
"Career" is a good try but a betIN SAN JOSE
ter example of a movie attempting
AT
to say too much without the basic
SECOND & WILLIAM
story to do it with.
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Old World Charm in Dining

elate professor Of art, will go on
exhibition at Al Fresco Gallery
Dec. 7.
Professor Stewart won first
prize in the conservative oil division at the 1958 Santa Clara County Fair.
The exhibition is on display from
9 am. to 6 p.m. daily; and from
2 to 5 p.m. on Sundays. The gallery is located at 599 W. San Carlos St.
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Editor
* IF SHIRLEY MacCLAINE, Dean Martin, Carolyn
Jones and Anthony Franciosa get themselves involved in
too many more turkeys such as "Career," their own may
be very well in jeopardy.
In "Career," now at the Fox Theater, the best thing
that can be said for this "B" movie in an "A" spot is that
its four-man totem pole of stars does a good job of making
By JERRY NACHMA \
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"Weni, Widi, Winston!" Thus did Caesar
(a notoriously poor speller) hail the discovery
of Filter-Blendlight, mild tobaccos specially
selected and specially processed for filter smoking.
He knew that a pure white filter
alone is not enough. To be a complete filter cigarette, it must have
Filter-Blend up front. And only
Winston’s got it!
That’s why Caesar would never
accept another brand even when it
was offered gratis. In fact, history

tells us he’d glower at the extended
pack and sneer, "Et tu, Brute!"
In a stirring peroration to his
legions, Caesar put it this way:
"For the Numeral I filter cigarette for the best-tasting filter
cigarettefor the noblest filter

cigarette of all.- smoke Winston!"

"Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!"
n c to bachelors. If you’re lucky enough to find a gal who’ll
‘). keep you in Winstons, Caesar!
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letter on Greeks.
Mr. Haws, Greeks don’t have a Students Suggest
"strong influence on the Spartan Haws Visit Dean
Daily staff." As spy staff member
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almost

up
and the Greeks ended
to plant
oat it.
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’Arguments: Not ’Tactics
Subject of Toulmin Book
By DARLA GRAINt .1 I;

Logic.

los indicates there

is

thing lacking in Toulmin’s idea,"
"Toultnin did not intend :the
reviewer said.
to write a book on how to The philosophy professor recomwin arguments. nor a book mended reading the book for its
n logic tactics," stated Dr. style. "It is leisurely ornamented
lurray k i telry. assistant by homespun examples and otetamofessor of philosophy. dur phOr which & imike it quite interestK’iteley believes
rig his review of Stephen ing reading,-

’oulmin’s buk, "The Uses uf
ument," at yesterday’s book talk
"What, he has dune is examine
general array of ordinary rirgulents in an attempt to discover
’ they have anything in common,"
e added.
Dr. Kiteley pointed out that
’oulmin disagrees with the pracRe of labeling all arguments as
eing either inductive or deducive reasoning. Instead, the authr, who claims his book to be "raical" and "contective," feels there
re a great number of different
inds of arguments, Dr. Kitele)
aid.
"Thiamin takes every argument on its own merits and tries
to determine its ’inference warrant,’" stated Dr. Kiteley. My
"warrant" Toultuln means that
phase uldeli carries the typical
argument front the "data" to
the "e011eitP41111" stage. "Ile uses
It murk as u Ileket, or license,"
Dr. Kiteley eontinued.
"There are many kinds of warants, however, that cannot be
,andiPit in the traditional form of
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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What Flags Should Fly?
The Ileininu.trutions in Panama la -t
weekend did no credit to the United State,.
But the reasons for the "riots" are even
more diserediting.
The "riots" were by "anti-American
mobs . . . shouting bands . . . attackers,"
according to the pcc-,.
Their reason- !
The "300 demonstrators" were "mostly
youths, trying to plant a Panamanian flag
in the Canal Zone on this 136th anniversary
of the country’s independence from Spain,"

$156,000 Grant for
Spartan
Actor’s Workshop
an neeund

F:nterrd
clan.
111:14. an Ina, J..,
,-7ailer

art of Marri. J.Lilfrt is II
The Ford Foundation announced ber thr
Californian
-,,11
aanoriIlas. Pula’
6,111
Tuesday it would give a $156,000 era’
AMkeiNtMd
§11114.11114 "or
I/
College, ra,,p,
is
grant to the Actor’s Workshop of Slate
Inundlif,
eotirar" yr
k
scrlpilona neerpird
grants
of
part
as
Francisco
San
I
totaling $559,000 to four profes- gar, arlinesire. $4: In ...nu....
sional reportory theaters In the
JIM ADAMS, Efi,,
United States, The Workshop will BILL
CRAWFORD. A
receive the grant, however, only if
D
the community contributes a Day Editor, this
on ILI

the newspaper said.
The Panama Canal, our history teachers
always said, was only leased to us, not sold.
The "rioters" were forced back with
tear gas and fire hoses with the help of
U.S. Army troops.
Is it wrong for the Panamanians to want
their flag fl
is it wro
tnit this, a
"riots"?
Somethi:

For Whom Dem.
We have received a letter-to-the-editor
in which the president of the college is per.
tonally attacked: no factual basis is given.
A postscript declares: "If we are under a
democratic system here at state, (this letter)
will be printed."
Democracy? For whom? What kind of
democracy do we have when any disgruntA-1 Auto Insurance

Pay as you Drive
Special Rates for
Married Students

led letter w
character or
in a paper
people?
Freedon
be balance(
deny respor
er of these f

Intermission

Meaty A(
’Career’s’
By JERRY NAG’

Phone CH 3-6116
Day or Nig:it

W

clean,

jeweleri and
Sifveritnig.i
55 Years in San Jose

or-tagiktai
add;

* IF SHIRLEY Mac(
Jones and Anthony Franci
too many more turkeys sui
be very well in jeopardy.
In "Career," now at t
that can be said for this "I
its four-man totem pole of
the film worthwhile at all.
Franciosa is top man on II
acting totem pole, and with tl
assistance of the three othei
brings a sure loser home into .
least the "fair" Circle.
"Career" is the story, now th
at the elbows, of the good, talen
ed guy with a passion for seeit
his name up in lights, who lear:
the art of $uccen is best achievt
through using your friends’ bat
as a dartboard.
LOCAL BOY MAKES 00013
Franciosa is the hometov
(Lansing, Mich.) boy who mak
good after years of garret subsi
tence in off-Broadway and rot
company parts (one as a cor
then ends up a star but friendler
The idea used to be a goo.
one, but like the hail carpet,
has been beaten limp so that th
story C011afai through the meal
grinder as another in the hint
dreary line of so-so stories alsou
the Star and How He Got Ther
via the Jab in the dark.
See "The Velvet Alley," "Wh
Makes Sammy Run?," "The C
median," "A Face in the Crowe
and "The Sweet Smell of Succest
*SIIIRLEY MacCLAINE, CE
as the goose-brained rich mat
daughter is still very good, but h
timing of parts comes too close
a similar role in "Some Came Ru

No ordinary rings, these, but
carefully selected diamonds of
outstanding quality, set in
mountings of exquisite taste and

selected and specially processed for filter smoking.

from 4.95

beauty. Each set is a perfect and
permanent symbol of your love.
Usri oar dIsidad payment plan
at no sera cost

W.J.LVAN
etveleri
N and JUNG
SINCE i904
In Downtown San Joss

First 6 San Fernando St..

COLLEGE CORDS
THICKSET, comfortable
durable, and washable.
Cipbacks in natural
continentals in olive and brown

BY

DAYS

KLONDIKE COTTONS
A SMART Bra,’
natural and olive/ mtr,tard
washable

mosher’s for men

}?;)

4:4

SAN JOSE STATE’S TRADITIONAL SHOP

WWI our svonten’i ehop for Chriiintu3 dew

50 So. 4Ilt St.
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He knew that a pure white filter
alone is not enough. To be a complete filter cigarette, it must have
Filter-Blend up front. And only
Winston’s got it!
That’s why Caesar would never
accept another brand even when it
was offered gratis. In fact, history

tells us he’d glower at the extended
pack and sneer, "Et tu, Brute?"
In a stirring peroration to his
legions, Caesar put it this way:
"For the Numeral I filter cigarettefor the best-tasting filter
cigarettefor the noblest filter
cigarette of allsmoke Winston!"

"Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!"
n

to bachelors. If you’re lucky enough to find a gal who’ll
-0j keep you in Winstons, Caesar!
N. J. Intrii0iDs 1011ACCO CO.AVINnTON.011
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kcimits Greeks Do
Naughty’ Things

Says No Greeks.
No SJS Publicity’

EDITOR: I v.00ld hse to re
’This is in iettirii t..
11,auk on Mr. 1 lass--: ’profound"
"Greek Farce." It
letter. on Greeks.
.
a dagger
as though he had
Mr. Haws, Greeks don’t have a
up
ended
Greeks
the
"strong influence on the Spartan
plant and
Daily staff." As any staff member
lh
not having too much will tell you, there is a continuous
Fesides his
other but healthy conflict between the
he stated, he had
For. as
distaste two groups (see Jerry Nachman’s
passionate
his
fur
ich article on fraternity rushing’.
awn’
-arable alphabet whr
You ask. -What, pray tell Is
the nun
their
dislike of
the cultivation of social arts?"
aterialized into a
if une doesn’t
It Is meeting people, attending
egatiurisnr. True,
should social affairs, etc. Most of life It,
Way otherS act, he
lip the
made up of meeting and reacting
akin to his desires.
Pi those
would be very
to piople; knowing how to du
met %SAP, as
Greeks don’t do
this is the social art Greeks learn,
lalleh, that the
I have lived on 11th street for
things as evidenced by
11th street.
more than two years. I often have
nightly stroll of
this "outside -looking- walked down this famous street at
’Hot really
Indicate the real fun midnight. I have never found any
in’ doesn’t
negative "meaning and purpose in
iireeks hat e anyway.)
take a stroll Greek societies" due to midnight
No% Juan should
streets where apart- observations.
p sorne uther
"Do the Greeks honestly rate
hoses prevail. What I’m tryGreeks don’t so much fame and glory?" You’re
to say is that the
space at darn right they do! Without them
all the fun, or paper
there would be no student governn Jose State,
will ment, homecoming parade, Spring
Whatever the society, it
troth good and bad segments Sing, and other college activities
in respect to that get San Jose State publicity.
i,.ch MIN be viewed
Mr. Haws, I am a Greek and
other in order to obtain the
have many arguments against as
per perspective.
Neither the independents nor the well as for Greek organizations.
s mt the majority of their but I try to back up my arguments
: mks spent
intimate with knowledge and experience.
!.a. "learning all the
fou

s’

rigs

RICIIARD WEHSTER
ASH 5089

ni FR POWELL

’Did Haws Fail
To Join Greeks?’

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
CV 2-7501
;6E. San Fernando

KEROSENE CLUB
365

E.

Julian

Present,

Dancing Nightly

AL BUCKLEY
QUARTET
end

THREE CLEFS
Folk Singing Nightly
Dinners $1.50
w-He-Ardneder-rr

EDITOR: It is really too bad
that John Haws must voice all his
opinions on subjects about which
he obviously knows very little. He
apparently has been browbeaten by
society and now is trying to strike
bark.
I would hazard to guess that
he has gone through rushing and
could Ma get into a house. Vi’hater the vase, fraternities are not
good for everybody this is
,igreed.
However, by no stretch of the
imagination could you consider
them a farce. Twelve per cent of
the college men graduates are in
fraternities, U.S. Congressmen are
fraternity men, all the Supreme
c,,,,rt judges are fraternii v men,

SOMETHING NEW
Cud/4
A

new Curling

being

formed

Club is now
State.

at

A winter sport popular
in the East.

Giant
Shuffleboard
on Ice!

sme the players wear sponge or rubber-soled shoes,
t s cool
clothing as you would wear for ice skating.
’earn: formed with 2, 3, or 4 players. $5 a month entitles
you tc
game per week and free practice time. Use the
coupon below for instruction and one free game (fiends).
For further information, see Dale Swite ot the intramural

Bearer entitled

to free practice and instruction

PLUS ONE FREE GAME WITH $1

State Curling cpecial
PENINSULA CURLING RINK
Mountain View

2 VA:. So. of San Antonio Rd.
Phone YO 813911

!

oral a great percentage of top busare too
SKIP f
ASH 49n

Id!"
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’Arguments,’ Not Tactics’
Subject of Toulmin Book
I logic. This indicates there is someBy DARLA GRAINGER
"Toultnin did not intend thing lacking in Toulmin’s idea,"
the reviewer said.
to write a hook on how to
meTnhdeedphreiloziiipnhgy tp,treofessokr rfoecromitswin arguments. nor a book
on logic tactics," stated Dr. style. "It is leisurely ornamented
Murray Kiteley, assistant by homespun examples arid metaprof essor of philosophy. dur phor which make it quite interesting reading. -1)n’ Kiteley believes
ing his review of Stephen
Toulmin’s buuk, "The Uses ut A,
gurnent." at yesterday’s book talk
"VVIiitt, he has done is examine
a general array of ordinary airy,ments in an attempt to disco% to
if they have anything in common,’
he added.
Dr. Kiteley pointed out that
Toulmin disagrees with the practice of labeling all arguments w.
being either inductive or dedhi.
tive reasoning. Instead, the author, who claims his book to be "radical" and "corrective," feels they,
are a great number of different
kinds of arguments. Dr. Iiitelt
said.
"Toulinin takes every argument on its own merits and tiles
to determine Rs ’inference warrant.’" stated Dr. Kilt-Icy. By
"warrant" Toulnein means that
phase
carries the typical
urgiunent from the "data" to
the "conclusion" stage. "lie uses
it much as a tieket, or live-rise,"
Dr. Kiteley continued.
-There are many kinds of vial. rants, however, that cannot be
handled in the traditional form of

I believe that anyone who has
something he wishes to say has the
right to say it. If he believes what
he has said, he will not be afraid
to admit he said it.
If he does not sincerely believe
what he has said, then he may not
be willing to admit he has said it.
If a writer, especially anonymous,
.t..,,rds the truth of his statements,
tast can he expect his readers to
’eve them?
JOIIN UAW’S
AMR 11260
(F.DITOR’S NOTE: Purpose of
Thrust 6: Parry is to give students an opportunity to express
opinions to the student body. We
cannot permit individuals to carry on personal debates In our
columns.)
’BUM* NABS ’COP’
-George Mortimer was convicted of attempted
fraud yesterday after he posed as
a policeman and "arrested" the
first likely looking victim he could
find. The victim was a plain
clothes detective.
BED TO COURT
England (UPI) -- A
Juvenile Court hearing on a 15year -old boy who played truant
from school too often had to be
delayed yesterday while a court
official went to the boy’s home
and roin:ed him f rom hed
FROM

545 S. 2nd. St.

Ever since tlw founding of the company some forty years ago, IBM
has recognized entreat ion as an integral and combining part of :t
professional person’s life. Through formal educat ional pmgranis wit hi n
he eompany, and t hrough affiliations wit It universities, it has long been
possible for IBM employees to earn scholastic credits. Now a comprehensive Post graduate Education Program, surpassing any previous
program, has Imam initial ed at IBM for plant and laborat ory personnel.
ADVANCED DEGREE UNIVERSITY PLAN

will be retained.
Doctoral Fellowships:

A qualified engineer, scieirti-t or
mathematician, alio has !Well With

merit

IBM at least a year, may compete for
a fellowship or a scholat -hip in se-

didates will receive lull tuition,

candidate were on active employ -

Selected can-

tees
and regular salaries for full-time
study up to three years.
Masters’ Scholarships: Selectni candidates will receive frill tuition, fees
and regular salaries for an milder:lie
year of full-time study.
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A qualified engineer, ,eiciltr-t, sr
niatitematician may umlerta ke part-

Mash rA. Dcgrers: Candidates may
complete their AtutlieA at eompany

time graduate studien at an IBM

expense under various programs

laboratory, coneurrent with
active employment.

operated in conjunction with universities near IBNI facilitiea.

plaiit or

ADVANCED STUDY P LAN (NONDEGREE)

These studies -offer continued educational opportunity throughout a
career at IBNI.Tliey are not generally
degree-oriented. Given at or near
RINI facilities, they lire designed to
help retain mastery over basic engi-

fleeting,

selellr-P,

and

mathematical

2:objects and to gain knowledge in

number
theory, finite mathematics, ningnitistn, solid state physics, mai nett% of k
advanced fields stich as

analyses.
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DEPT $43. IBM CORPORATION
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Announcing
a comprehensive
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Education Program
for engineers, scientists
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lected fields at the university which
lie believes offers the finest opportunities for advanned study. All benefits that would normally accrue if the
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Haws Answers:
’I Am Jealous’
Eiwroit:

Hilton, owner and operator of H Iton Tours, will be in our office Saturday,
December Sth. Come in and meet ’Ozzie’’ and discuss your student tours for 1960.
10 crn to 2.00 p.m.
nded
ter"
his
’ay
igaliter
liter
on!"

iladhign

I POPULATE ,A UNIVF.ASE composed of butter stains, misplaced pens, dropped forks, broken
EDITOR: it is oh % loos to almost
shoelaces, wrong numbers, stubbed toes, no mall
anyone with any sense at all that and busted margin releases.
the letter by John flaws was Insince I feel bitter today I thought I would list some of the
tended to get response like this.
matters that deeply concern me and bother me to me small degree.
Some sources of mental chafing include:
But, the intention of this letter
nut to browbeat John Haws, but
I. The "cute" painting on the bookstore glass that depicts a (
rather we suggest that he have a mas scene in much the same manner I remember ti-urn the fifth grade
visit with Dean Martin to see just (when we all would draw a portion ot
hugemitital, you knoss snowexactly what Greek organizations men, the Christmas tree running off the page,.
do. The dean can explain to John
One big reason you always see these original drawings of
their good more than can any letChristmas trees in profile is that the artist can get lo without
ter to Thrust and Parry.
making it symmetrical.
(DUCK CARLE
2. People who enjoy asking me: "Well, is it cold enough for you?"
ASH 9882
(Yes, Everybody who is going to ask me that this winter it IS cold
GAVLE REINEGGER
enough for me; har-har.)
ASH 11411114
3. Instructors who pass back midterms seventeen years later,
F. STEARNS
after laughing off their tardiness with a jolly: "Haven’t gotten to
%SR 1248
them yet!" (You are supposed to deduce they have been quite busy
EDWARD MeCARTIlle
with more important items.)
ASH 12768
4. Black socks on coeds.
VI(’ CORE
it. Persons who volunteer their company with the generous:
ASH 1466
"C
, I’ll buy you a cup of coffee’," then never do.
SONDRA RAKER
6. The library frisk for the possibility of narcotics being smugASH 7181
gled through in a hollowed out econ text.
7. People who sit behind me in movies and explain to their idiot
friends exactly what is taking place on the screen; I get to hear, too’
8. Typing a perfect page of a paper until the bottom line begins
running downhill, reminding you post-humously that the end of the
This letter is in reply sheet
is upon you.
to run anonymous letter I received
9. Folk singers that "entertain" at every dance SJS has ever put
on Nov. 28. I have no way of know- on;
and sing the same songs, the same way, in the same style, wearing
ing to whom to write, but it is my
the same shirts as guess what other popular folk -song group with
desire to answer him.
the initials "K.T."
Verri. I am jealous of g I -time
party boys and girls beeause they
10. STUDENTS WHO WANT everyone to see how much they
perform the one and only act
that gives life any significance, study by spreading out their term papers all over the tables in the
but I lust can’t stomach the fact cafeteria.
11. The library’s way of shelving all the best books next to the
that this act is done in the name
of harmony and refinement. I am floor, giving you a pain in the knee for the next two weeks.
it. Professors who don’t get to the point of the lecture until 18
also jealous because I am human.
after; then, as you sit ready to leave with y our binder all closed
A lot of people are that was.
tight, they give out with the most important facts of the 1
From your letter, you seem quite
and often ramble well on past 21 after.
upset by something I have said
is. Engineering bugs who do all their engineering out loud in the
about certain social groups. Nonetheless, you don’t influence me in library, having just a gay old time solving integrals so you can hear
the least. I feel sorry that you them.
14. Students who ask any question that pops into their little heads
find it so necessary to justify, to
yourself, your position on the mat- because they once heard that asking questions was a sign of intelliter by calling me various names. I gence; once you hear their questions you realize why it is just a
never cease to wonder at people "sign" -nothing more.

All Expense
Low Cost
Student Tours

5 exciting tours to choose from
5 separate departure dates
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UC Workshop
Head’
Joe Brown ’Uses
To Retain Championship

’Winnie’ Hits 85

r

’Dime A Dip’
At Newman
Members of Newman Club will
conduct a "Dime-a-Dip" luncheon
tomorrow sponsored by the Mothers Guild of the club between 11:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at Newman
Hall, 79 S. Fifth St.
All items including salad, roles,
hot dishes, coffee and dessert will
be sold for 10 cents a serving.
The last "Dime-a -Dip" luncheon
held several vveeks ago was reported to have been a success.
On the first Sunday of the
month, Communion Sunday mass
will be recited. The daily rosary is
said at 8:15 each morning.

!

The Lincoln National Life
Insurance Company

By HON MILLER
The old adage "two heads are better than one" told the
story of last night’s lightweight championship fight, which
saw Joe Brown defend successfully again,t Britain’s Dave
Chimney.
An accidental bumping of
heads in the last few seconds
of the fifth round spelled the

60 -POUND CAKE AT 85Wartime Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill of Great Britain, celebrates his 85th birthday with a hearty lunch,
brandy and a 60 -pound four -tier birthday cake.

According to Churchill’s doctor, Lord Moran,
the former Prime Minister is in "excellent health."
With him is Mrs. Churchill.

Education Prof Appointed Religious Art
Prizes Given
School Services Director For
Pictures

Runge. assistant professor of education. is leaving SJS, after a
three year tenure, for an appointtnent as director of instructional services for the
Moreland Elementary School
Dr.

AL CORRAL
College

AgentSan

Jose State

el

Seniors
Graduate Students
v.
te ct
The LNL Co,iege F
special interest to Seniors and Graduate Students ... while -you are still
in school. you Secure a low rate be-

cause of present age and status.
More importantthe Lincoln C
lege Plan can be started now with.
regular premium deposits being made
until after you’re out of school.
Yea benefit with these advantages

Low rate to students
Flexibilitytailored to present and future needs
You make no regular
deposits until you are out of
school
Get complete information on the
Lincoln College Plan from
AL CORRAL, Class of ’58
SJS Campus Agent
CT 7-7368

Janie,.

H.

District, Professor Runge will assume his new duties at the beginning of the spring semester.
Dr. Runge is succeeding Mrs.

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
Till 9 p.m,

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.
Wholesale Distributors
ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT
1403 W. San Carlos
CY 8-1212

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

Baker, superintendent of
instruction vabiwill retire in June,
1960.
Dr. Donald Woodington replaced
Mrs. Baker in the superintendent’s
position, but Mrs. Baker has remained this year to serve in an advisory position to him as well as
superintendent of instruction.
Dr. Runge is director of senior
seminars for elementary education majors here at State. Prior
to that he was an administrative
assistant in the Redwood City
School District.

Winners in the "Words Into Images" religious art contest are Rod
Ragsdale, first: Norma Anderson,
second: Richard J. Medve, third:
and Elizabeth Riebel and Nancy
Schaffroth, honorable mention.
Ragsdale’s picture, "The Net,"
won $50 which is a purchase price.
The picture will be given to the
Art Department for permanent display.
Miss Anderson’s "Creation"
won $25 and Medve’s "Resurrection" won $15. The honorable
mention pictures received $5
each.

For the past few years he has
been working toward his doctorate
In education, which he received
from Stanford University last year.
The pictures will be on display
Other degrees that Dr. Runge in the art office, A116, until Frihas received are an A.B. degree day.
from Grinnell College ’Iowa) in
The contest was sponsored by
1942, and a masters degree from the Council of College Chaplains.
Ihe University of Illinois in 1947.
The pictures were judged on reBefore coming to the Bay Area. ligious interpretation and artistic
)r. Runge served as a teacher and technique.
ice principal at Howe School.
lowe, Ind.. as elementary school
principal in Ionia, Mich.. and as
eacher and vice principal in the
:-.,Ivang (California t Elementaryp
School District.

Gop

Students To Fly
To Death Valley
Four Flying ’20 members plan
to fly to Furnace Creek Inn, Death
Valley, during Christmas vacation.
Members Barney Tumey, Gerald
French, Tom W. Doak and Bob
Miller plan to fly two aircraft to
the desert Dec. 29. spend the night
in sleeping bags and return the
next slay.
The flying club also said it will
hold courses in radio and navigation beginning Dec. it.
The courses will be directed by
Andy Peterson, club safety officer.
and Frank Lowe, club flight instructor.

Two repi.
San Jose State Pulltical
Department will attend a S.
workshop on politics at the
versity of California
airlift
Berkeley Friday and
Saturday.
Dr. Frances L. Starner
aro
Burton R. Brazil ’till
alb,
meeting sponsored by IX
northern California regj,
Ci been Cleariii-

ers Plan
u bl icity Talk

Curnpus

publiLity

trill

be

thi

topic at a meeting of the Yowl Republicans club at 7:30 tonb
I in the Cafeteria snack bar.
Ron Remington, public rela,..
director for the Spartan I)
will speak on the relattiw
the newspaper to campus
zations. A question and ansi
period will follow the talk.
The club will announce plan a Christmas party during the ’
mess meeting. The party is sell.
uled for Saturday at 8 p.m.
1 home of club Vice President .1.
Peterson. 2465 El Camino.
. All club members are invite.1
the party. For further informa,
contact Ray Blockie, presid,
CYpress 2-5367.

end for the left-handed Britisher’s
title hopes. The collision opened a
deep cut over his eye and the referee refused to let Charnley come
out for the sixth heat.
The fight will go down in the
books as a sixth round knockout.
It was Brown’s eighth defense
since he took the title from Wallace "Bud" Smith three years ago.
Charnley, a stranger to these
shores, turned out to be an aggressive challenger. He scored
twice with solid right hand
smashes just before the fatal
bumping of heads.
Brown was finding the challenger an easy target for almost
everything he could muster, however. He jabbed, hooked, and
tossed well-timed right hand
bombs at the game British Empire champion to build up an early
point lead.
Charnley came in at 133%, less
than a pound under Brown’s
weight, but appeared much smaller, The 33 -year-old champion used
his longer reach to keep his foe
away and circled constantly K.
the southpaw Charnley couldn’t
get set for any heavy punching.
Interviewed after the fight by
TV’s Jack Drees, Brown said he
had "much less trouble with
Charnley than with Kenny Lane."
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Dundee...
24th Anniversary Sale!

2 For The Money!
OL
2 iuL7ii
SPORT
2
2
2
2 UNDERWEAR
2 BELTS

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET:

DRESS

PAIR

PKGS.-13

FAMOUS

E. SANTA CLARA
CYpress 2-7726

FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE
Rath or Dubuque

SMOKED
PICNICS

35%.

T-BONE
STEAKS

85,

F.eh and Leon

GROUND
BEEF

Women of Executive Ability:

NAME

total retail value S154.98
ALL FOR ONLY

$100
Never before a sale of such magnitude!
,rz,,
w
hard -finish pure wool worsteds, and dacror aor
. . . or you may choose a sport
dress suit. Plus all the furnishings listed above. h
rierchand;,re!
A

7

c, -elotive
IYou may share this offer with a friend

U111142.

Tender

RIB
STEAKS

pkg.)

TIES

Dr. Leroy Posey, associate professor 1St physics will speak at a
Monday 8 p.m. meeting of Billet at
the Spartan Y, Ninth and San Antonio Sts.

150

in

QUALITY

Y Talk Monday

STATE MEAT
MARKET

1195. First St., Downtown San Jose

751b.

Open every night CI 9 (Sat. till 5:301
We Give Downtown
lonkomericord and

45,

San Jose

Parking

Stomps
Plan

International Charge

There is an exciting
future for you as an
Officer in the U.S.
Air Force
II ou are a woman who responds to a thallenging job.. who enjnet
stimulating world-wide travel ,..who finds fun in association %nil
young, imaginative people.. .you should investigate your opportii
nities as a WAF officer. Women in the Air Force work sitle-ht..snie
with male Air ?one officers, receive the same pay and privilege%
have equal chance for assignment and advancement. Invective
your chances for a direct commission in the U. S. Air Force todal

WAF WOMEN IN THE AIR FORCE
First of all

-_

Tut% COUPON TODAY

nom. W
Sol 7505. Washington 4, D

%k Al Inftwmittort.

.4 drirghtbilly fr in’ is no
blend, raynnand
The flattering jacket accented with contrast color ...
the whirl-skirted dress nnderscored with a
cummerbund belt. Grey with cognac, navy with red,
black with grey ...Junior sizes 5 to 15... $24.95.
ea.aemhre..

THE EMPORIUM
SAN

JOSE.

CALIF.

en my nppnrotnIttok Inn a PlitirT rrAtmt,"’"
mMI me Mem‘ mem5,ar
I’ 5 41,, nnn. I set a
S ettiten between the ages of 2I dime!, "- ’1
unmamed and without dependents under IS years of age.

Plmo’
in the

Street
City
College

fat

XielW_State
elegem

Stibled

au!

shop

Indian Win Skein

)01it ,
attend a
tics at the
nate
tnd S.
Starner a,,,
will atteil! .1
by ue
la moo, 0114
riot’s.

State Visits Stanford Five!
Tonig ht;Seek2nd St

IS
tTS

’ Thursday, necemller t 1(1,,q

match, reports that the Indians
looked good-- but not overly so.
The Indians boast one of the best
San Jose State’s varsity sophomores on the coast in 6-7
to win a John Winsor. Winsor led his mates
eagers will attemptfrom the In
rebounds with 10 and was segame
basketball
Palo cond in scoring to captain John
the
in
Indians
Stanford
tonight Arrillaga who hit 20. Winsor tankAltos’ how court haven’t ed 14.
Indians
Other starters for the Indians
08:15. The
on their own floor in are John Hendry, 6-3, Jerry Thuebeen beaten
sixteen games.
sen, 6-7, and 13ial Bowling, 5-11.
their last
fresh off sicBoth teams are
Coach Walt MePherson has
having out-overtales; the Indians
Dons 5549 Tuesday nominated the same five he
timed the USE
Spartans tipped the started against San Francisco
sight and the
Gators 55-49 State to go postward for the Insail Francisco State
Man game tonight. Vic Cori and
the same night.
Bob Chapman will start at the
SOPH
COAST
TOP
,forward positions with Joe Mewho
Inman,
Stu
Grath and Gary Ryan at the
Froth coach,
USF
their
in
Indians
guard slots. Dennis Mare, the 6-5
sruuted the
sophomore center, is slated for
pivot duty if he is able to shake
off an elbow Injury.
chele

SLATE ,

MARC QUESTIONABLE
Marc bruised the nerve in his
right elbow against the Gators and
has had little feeling In the wounded arm. If he is unable to open,
McPherson would have to decide
between Jim Embree or Art Dalbey at the center position; both
men saw action against the Gators.
Coach McPherson, who lost two

MAYFAIR
In Color

:KS

"NORTH BY
NORTHWEST"

3 in pkg.)

Gary Grant - Eva Marie Saint
James Mason

1WEAR

PLUS

NAME

"BADLANDERS"

IS

AID, Theta Chi
Mix in Finale

L .!qn,ne

EL RANCHO
Drive-in

$15418

agnitude!
rgged
t ir

or relative

in Jo.e
:30 /
itornrs
e Plan

Spartan Sports

By GREGORY B. BROWN

of last year’s lettermen due to academic Ineligibility, received good
news yesterday when it was learned that "Jumpin" Jim Whelihun
will be eligible fur the rest of the
season,

COACH WALT McHIERSON seems to have come up with an excellent combination this year after witnessing the S.F. Gator bull
game Tuesday nightspeed and height.
As Walt brought out at the end of the game, his recruits weren’t
hitting baskets with any degree of regularity. The Spartan forward
wall, however, Bob Chapman, Vic Cori and Dennis Marc, were picking
off the mis-guided shuts, returning several into the bucket to keep the
home fires burning.
CONTROL BOARDS
Being able to control the backboards when their shooters hit a
cold streak, the Spartans hung on gamely until the "big guns" began
pumping in points in the second half.

CHIN DUSTER
Whellhan’s twisting reverse jump
shot with knees almost touching
his chin captured the fans applaudits Tuesday night. Whelihan also
hit the bucket for 10 points.

McPherson figures his club can shoot much better than its 34 per
cent of Tuesday night. The head cage director also boasts his men
can do better rebounding once the green corps of sophomores
learns the art of manemering. Dow mink better Is something
c the Golden Raiders picked off a whopping 57 rebounds
again sine
to their opponents’ 21I.

The Indians hit for 36 per cent
of their shots against the Dons
Tuesday night and the Spartans
will base to better their 33 per
cent mark against the Gators to
grab a victory.

DENNIS MARC, the Spartans’ 6-5 sophomore pivot man, hauled
in 13 rebounds and another sophomore, Gary Ryan, snagged 10.

f

H. BROWN
By GREGORY
Sports Editor

EXTRA POINTS

FROM CONTEST
In the preliminary game at 6 tonight, the Spartan Freshman team
will be gunning for their second
straight when they test the powerful Stanford Frosh aggregation.
The Stanford yearling cage team
Is one of the best in the school’s
history. They landed two of the
most sought after high school players in Bob Statmers, 6-5 and Darrell Sutherland, 6-3.
The Spartans, knocking off Moffett Field 58-34 in their first outing, will be led by 6-5 Bill Robertson from Napa High School. Robertson was an all-league selection
in his junior and senior years in
high school and all north coast selection in his senior year. Ile hit
for 21 points against the Flyers,

Mural Bowlers
Clash Today

BACK OF THE YEAR
Halfback Oneil Cuttery was selected Back of the Year by the
coaching staff for his excellent
play the whole season for the San
Jose State Spartans.

Oneil Cuttery

DEFENSE LAX?PHOOEY!
’The locals, thought to be a little lax in their defense didn’t give
the visitors the "good" shots that they got in the first half of the game.
The Spartans, a bit nervous and tense the first half of the
game, settled down during the later stages and held the Gator
offense to IT points and ()ply four second half baskets.

Compliments to Oneil
Cuttery for his fine play.

GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY

LINEMAN OF THE YEAR

The Gators sunk 15 of 23 free throw attempts so actually the men
from the Golden Gate only tanked 13 baskets for the entire game.
Although nothing, if anything, can be concluded from the first game ,
of the season, McPherson can breathe a little easier knowing his cagers
have a little defensive ability.
McPHERSON RECEIVED bad news yesterday when he learned
that Buzz Ulrey and Al Andreas have been declared inelligible for the
season. Walt was counting heavily on the two experienced lettermen
to spell his sophomores and add a little poise and balance to the chit,

By the mutual consent of both
Mural Shorts
teams, AID and Theta Chi will settie the big intramural football
"A WOMAN LIKES SATIN"
championship question at 4 today
at River Glen Park.
" THE BAT"
’ Last Tuesday the teams battled !
PLUS
to a 7-7 tie in the huge Spartan
Stadium. The field for today’s skir"ANNA LUCASTA"
Regular seas.n intramural open
mish Is 80 yards by 30 yards.
bowling begins today at Mels Palm
AID will depend on the passing
Bowl at 3:30 p.m.
GAY THEATER
arm of Jim Erbes and the receiving
Students who are not yet on a
of speedy Dick Sanita, the unrelat"Anatomy of a Murder"
team or .have not registered their
ed Smiths, Deke and Bobby, and
team are instructed to contact
Danny Mallow.
Dale Swine for information in 1173.
PLUS
Bobby Smith caught the impor"The Two -Headed Spy"
tant
touchdown
pass
and
the
more
TENNISThe all -college tennis
.. ,
Important extra point in last tournament is now under way with
F,Is Saturday
HURRY
.1 week’s game.
about 30 players matching shots
But Thompson leads the Tes in tot. the title.
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN the offensive game. He throws All entrants are advised to check
mostly to the fast halfback Bill , tournament schedules for future
"THE WARRiOR AND
Harvey and alternates with tosses matches. Schedules are posted .in
THE SLAVE GIRL"
to Jim Dunivan and Bob Garrett. the intramural office, B73.
.
Both offenses failed to jell in
NOVICE BOXING Monday is
!
the
previous
game,
but
today’s
fi"AMA GIRLS"
nale should bring out the caliber the deadline for entrants in the
I that both teams are capable of 1959 Novice Boxing Tournament.
ROCKET,
WILL
TRAVEL"
I"NAVE
All boxers must have taken a phyplaYing.
sical examination.
Weigh-ins for the 23rd annual
TOWNE THEATER preieit Li
event will be held on Tuesday in
CV 7-3060
the Men’s Gym between 9 am. and
Art,. Winston, N.Y. Poo
. . . one of the
4:30 p.m.
IOWAN S
few great motion
tpictures of
SECOND BEST SPORT
our time’’
CLEVELAND, Ohio (UPI /Jim
Brown, all-league fullback for the
-11(itraiierriei
Cleveland Browns, was an AllAmerican in football at Syracuse
PLUS
University but was considered even
A Merry Comedy in Merrie Old Engfind
more impressive as a lacrosse perIan CarmichaI - Terry Thomas - Janette Scott - Joyce Grange’
former while playing that rough
STARTS WED., NOV. 25 . . . Two weeks or longer
sport in college.
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TWO YEAR LETTERMAN
Ulrey has lettered his last two years at the guard position and the
Buzzer was the best "drive-in" artist on the club lust year.
Andreas, another senior like Ulrey, didn’t see too much action last
year but earned his letter and according to McPherson was a vastly
improved player this year.
With some of his depth gone at the forward position, McPherson ,
has moved sophomore Corl to a forward position. Chapman, 6-3,
,
oClira
6-2 l
will r
give the
Spartans added strength under the backho.,
--------

Guard Dick Eerier was selected
Lineman of the Year by the coaching staff for his excellent play
whole season for the San JosE
State Spartans
Known for Good Food
featuring CharAt Bohannon’s
coal Broiled Steaks and Prime Ribs.
Dick Eerier
Compliments to Dick Eerier
for h;s fine playing.
1401 So. FIRST of ALMA

To make His Christmas Dreams come true!

THE NEW

’CONTOUR’
(Tapered Fit)

"HAPPY IS THE BRIDE’

From their "CUM LAUDE" Collection...

SKI SALE

At last . . . a truly form -fitting shirt by a famous maker . . .
Tailored to fit.... In white or blue fine gua!ity OXFORD CLOTH
Most sizes.
Convertible cuffs!
Button-down collar!
Truly a shirt to make a man happy at Christmas and seasons to
come. Come in today while our stack is complete!

SAVE OVER 50%

410
ol.1
tle-baide
ion
’Ws(
rict

Buy Now for Christmas
FAMOUS BRANDS
Arnsteinr rH and made

Blizzard Skis
Ski Boots

req.$89 50

AlberHandmade

7ORCE

49" Ski Poles r, $850
29" Ski Pants reg. $50

Parkas & Jackets 6" +0 19" Sweaters
nrl
mgh ’

395

Ist\-wicialakort

Stretch

$65

req. $35

22"
14"

Sale from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
AMPLE PARKING

SAVE OVER 50%

TEMPO SKI SHOP

686 MISSION ST.

S5

ATTRACTIVELY
GIFT PACKAGED!

SAN FRANCISCO

This Week
Open Thursday
and Friday
Nights

!ie
iil,frviatAa44401.0,*
so-srE

Beginning
Next Week
Open
Every Night
Until
Christmas

F0R M

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
SANTA CLARA at SECOND

n

PARK FREE
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
Kirby’s, 20 So Second
Al’s 38 So. Third
City Parking Tickets
Validated

"S&H"
Green Stomps
We Give
Them

4SPARTAN OMIT
Thursday,

India Offers Protection

Women Plan (Kohm,
Swim Festival
s3 irrunirri.; :I:.
A sskrman
is scheduled for Monday from
to 6 p.m. in the Women’s Gym.
The meet, open only to women
physical education majors and minors, will feature diving and relays.
Free style, backcrawl, breaststroke
and sidestroke will be included.
The event is sponsored by the
fechniques of Teaching Aquatics
class taught by Dr. Elizabeth
Prange, associate professor of phsteal education.
AU majors and minors participating must fill out entry blanks
to.eilable in the Women’s Gym.

BHUTAN

INDIA

PAX
CALCUTTA

RANGOON

STIFFENED STANDIndian Prime Minister Nehru says he will
guarantee protection to Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan (shaded areas
of map) against Communist occupied Tibet. Parliament also endorsed Nehru’s stand after 21/2 hours of debate on the recent
border disputes.

Interviews

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, interviews are held from 9:15 a.m. to 4:15
p m. in the Placement Office, Adm.
234. Students are requested to sign
up in advance of interviews.

THE BURGER HOUSE
24 Cents

TODAY
Los Angeles County Civil Service Ofpsy
Ir
fice 1

HOME MADE CHILI AND BEANS

U.S Products Corp., San Jose, grad..
/1’.-Coontin9.
TOMORROW
Young A Co.

388 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.

IEverything Photographic

WEBBS

Internal Revenue Service, San Francis,
co, accounting and business adminisfra,

3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
IN THE SAN JOSE AREA

Spartaguide

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
CV 3-0616

VALLEY FAIR

WILLOW GLEN

56 Valley Fair

1014 Lincoln Ave. CV 4-2610

CH 8-4500

GOOD FOOD -

BUCKET
HOUNDS
$,
Santa Clara

4565 Stevens Creek Road

3

All the SPAGHETTI
Just show your student body card and
then sit down and stuff yourself!
We also serve your favorite refreshments.

Try our

Orders to Take Out

Delicious

Phone

Pizza!

CH 8-6244

HOURS:
Tues.-Fri. 4 p.m. -2 cm.
Sat. and Sun, noon til
Cloud
e Mondays

CLASSIFIEDS
CLX of San Jos.

20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.

nrpat.-,
all r.
and

To Place en Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,

di., Mir at CV 18113.
Fore. apt. 2.i-rdrrn. W.0.
garb.
-(,r 4 14
AN 6-8/25.
r 3 r 4 shJder.
2 modern furn. apts.
12s1 E pd. cy 31103.

Cal CV 3 5190.

ikon Reetels

Help WeittedMele

mon aliment, the ’St rep throat’,"
Miss Lindberg explained.

WASTE DANGER

Diagnosis of "strep throats"
usually consists of swabbing the
patient’s throat
stint cotton
ets IhS ss hbh 55 ere sent to a laboratory for analysis. But the
strepbwocel survive for only a
few hours;
they become lost
among the long cotton fibers and
they are often crowded out by
microorganisms which thrive in
water (the cotton swab absorbs
a great deal of water).

2 girls to share new apt. 1 bIL.
leg. CV 7.3283.
Everionced male bartender te ml. +.4
tails Ors-. 13, 3.9 PM -nil UN 79724. Girl to share apt. with son4 P
7 1518

ment."

electrical, traffic,

sanitary
and mechanical engineering
ants are needed. Applicantsmain:
raw
have an engineering
degree from
a recognized college or
university
to be eligible.

TRA-LA.LA!
I’m on my way to
f

As a result, the recovery rate
(the number of eases diagnosed
because of the presence of the
streptococci) was increased from
3 per cent to 25 per cent of the
children tested.

_Vole in the Wall
For delicious Horne -Cooked Food in
ao
sphere of congeniality and comfortYou ahrg:
beat Ed’s Hole in the Wall! Complete mit
Dianse
from PAS

The dacron swab method has
been adopted by at least three bay
area hospitals, and others are considering it.
Miss Lindberg feels that the
greater control of the preliminary
"strep throat" can lead to control
of heart disease and therefore ean
result in a healthier population.

1610 E. Sante Clara

Open daily ’til 10 p.m,

A DELIGHTFUL,
DE LUXE, TREASURY
OF PEANUTS!

PEANtrts
rievastreo
.at

Paid on Time?
Vets Responsible
insurance

policies are responsible for paying
premiums on time, according to
the San Francisco Veterans Administration office.
If the veteran does not receive
premium notice, the VA cautioned,
it is still his responsibility to make
payment when doe, using cards
supplied annually by the office.
The VA suggests that vets mark
calendars a year ahead as a reminder. Vets should also report
changes of address promptly.

P2AWV_T-53
RffUeficr:’
Favorites Old and New
by CHARLES M. SCHULZ

’Iva

ens
,j1,43

A perfect gift at
$2.95
now on sale at
all booksellers
along with PIANISTS MORE PEANUTS
GOOD GRIEF,
MORE PEANUTS, GOOD OL’ CHARLIE BROWN SNOOPY
YOU’RE OUT OF YOUR MIND, CHARLIE BROWN! BUT WI
LOVE YOU, CHARLIE BROWN
only $1.00 each
RINEHART
New York 16

HIGH QUALITY AUTO REPLACEMENT PARTS--;
GENERATORS
Rebuilt by factory expert.s. Topmost quality.
ALL CARS
ilft4

_

Brake Shoes
’

TODAY
SURVIVES IN DACRON
CR.
El Circulo Castellano.
By substituting a swab of dacHP 7 30,p.m.
ron, Miss Lindberg and Dr. Ilol1WHC. iveo.’-,3 CH235, 3:30 p.m.
meeting
Committee,
Social Affairs
3.30 p
Sparta-Sprite. Jeff meeting. Student
r
n
Young Democrats, meeting. TH114. 2
. speaker. Wa 1y Ester. pernc.,cratic
.nty Central Committee.
Young Republicans, meeting, Cafeteria
3 k 6,- 7.33
-0MORROW
Newman Club Dime -a -Dip Luncheon,
1 a.m.
,r-dr Ha’’ 13 S. 1,rrn
r

3 98

/1:;.

PER SET
exch.

duty , dual friction.
Have power for a
real fast stop!

9.95

exch.

From the careful reading of me- I
Meal reports, Miss Lindberg found
that the streptococci could survive
months, even years, in dry bedding’
or wallpaper.

Fuel Pumps
Rebuilt Water Pumps Rebuilt
Guaranteed factory rebuilt by
Factory rebuilt, tested and proved on _
experts.
many makes of cars. Pressure tested
IDOUBLE ACTION
Aiii
and we guarantee.
up, each.
ide
We also
I 1111
Vhave thorn for Cedillacs,
Chryslers, Hudsons and ......- -.’jr.1.1." SINGLE ATI
CON
filt,
Nash cars. Savings of :1; IN
reg. 3.95--now

REBUILT

*’’’’’’’-’q’]’,"

Regulators
Rebuilt

by factory

enteed.
"ch

Master Cylinders

Autos for Selo

near St’. KJ. and wash. Cl 2.1321.
Model _A-1931. 1105 _ Cs’ CC . 5 MO .
St, 1510 Olds kr ’ale - bc ,t cash ,,ffor, Cl
Men’s College House -41 S.
iit I,ren washer, phone. pia- 2.0091.
no deno,n1 ,nnvicet. $28
Missollosioos for Solo
Girls Rms., lit. priv., 2 Wks. to camp’s:.
W03, ma -h., TV, Iv. rm. $28. 50$ S. 5th
Cushman metro eetestetMint sell $60
milis Doom., dish and clothes wash..
ntfor. CV 5.1601.
tfpnwriter. tap," re,.. phno,, phnme.
ninip
Train set, Lionel, P ,4r..
1n11 Sn. n,f r
hn.,:obold priv.
1 AN 6 /746 Pon,
,PP
$40, 41$ s 17th CV 3 5933.

8th

Top quality rebuilt by experts Complete
ready to bll
e insta ed.

3 95

4.79..ch.
1.98 each.
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Open fil 9 p.m. on TF,rrs.
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al Vets must
ouchers for December signed bere Christmas vacation in order to
,,eive subsistence checks in Jan ,y, the Cashier’s Office announc, yesterday.
Further information may he ohdined at the Cashier’s Office.
.\ Itn2ti

Corsages
Christmas Cards

Civil Service Exams

and

at 8:30 a.m. in the city hall
.feteria for truck and equipment
,,echanics and male radio-tele; bone operator.
Final filing date for the exam
is Dec. 9.

IT’S A LITTLE AFTER THANKSGIVING,
AND ALL THROUGH THE STORE
ARE LARGE ASSORTMENTS OF CHRISTMAS CARDS
FOR YOUR FRIENDS GALORE.
HAVE THEM IMPRINTED
FOR JUST A SMALL FEE,
A UNIQUE EFFECT FOR
THE S.J.S. STUDENT BODIE.
CHRISTMAS TIME IS DRAWING,
CORSAGES ARE ON THE WAY.
YOU HAVE YOUR CHOICE, ONLY 48c
OF A BEAUTIFUL ARRAY.
(Poem)

Seniors
Graduate Students
Professional Sales
Openings available on a part
time basis. An opportunity to
establish yourself in growing
Santa Clara County in the
insurance field. Your employment may lead to a career
job upon graduation.

For Details
Phone the
District Agents
Listcd Below

ti

AT

Special

Noises
Single and Double; clean. Kit. priv. $30
mo. 51 S, 8th.
Wanted: 2 guitarists to play folktype
Men’s Deem. Places $15 & up. Pr. Beth, musk in restaurant with banjo picker.
CH 3-5978. Kit Priv. 168 So. 10, CV 44180.
Three Campo has. fop TIME INC.
Anertateoto for Reef
Magerinc:, NEW YORKER REALFR
DIGEST PLAYBOY, etc. Write ’Camp
Ihrreo. free rent. Furn. Apt 3r,,r 4 male
941 Spruce St. Berkeley 7, Ca, r
Jobs...,den.s $100 PPO. CV 22152.
Student to wet4 pert time at Reed
2 bdrm. turn. apt. New. S. 11th, CL Millview Airport. Most be able to won{
8.8945.
one full dey,Moeday to Friday. Cl..8.51 2,

SANTA CLARA
Jack Taylor
AX 6-1470
CAMPBELL
Bruce Craig
ES 1-1704
SAN JOSE
Grover Swofford
CY 5-5223
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Mimes fee Reef

07.10 me. for room for mon scident:

The Los Angeles
vice Commission is interviewing
engineers daily at the Los Angeles
City Hall for "immediate employ-

therefore dries very quickly.

Veterans holding GI

"Recently scientists have found
an apparent connection between
this illness and the much more
serious heart and kidney diseases.
In many cases it is found that the
victims suffered a ’strep throat’
before coming down with rheumatic fever or nephritis.

it’ San Jose snill hold
ii service exams Satiirday, Dec.

---

Lost end Found

"stceptoencei are microorganisms responsible for that com-

linger found that the bacteria had
a much better chance of survival.
Dacron has very short fibers and
absorbs very little water and

Engineers
L.A. City Interviews
Civil,
City Civil Ser-

To Sign
Cal Vets have
attendance

YOU CAN EAT FOR ONLY

Lost: New tennis shoes, 4th & ...In

in 1,,
adrri.

Procter 8 Gamble Manufacturing Co.,
-smento, graduating seniors, engi
b,,r1...: administration, chem.

66 South First St.

By DE.ANNE BOOMER
An SJS instructor in bacteriology, Miss Lois Lindberg, is a co -discoverer of a
new scientific method which
may help to save the Ii’. I’S of
children who tnight otherwise be crippled or killed by
the two dread diseases, rheumatic
fever (a heart disease) or giomerolonephritis (a kidney ailment).
The new method is a way of
keeping alive potentially deadly
rbacteria, the streptococci, believed
to be responsible for the two diseases of children.
Miss Lindberg worked under the
direction of Dr. Nell F. Hollinger
[ of the University of California at
’Berkeley faculty.
The study took two years to
complete and was part of work
for her master’s degree.

"Scientists theorize that these
victims are allergic to some waste
graduLever Brothers Co., San Mateo,
product of the streptococci."

GO

TO

Room 16, Tower Hall.
No Phone Orders

BURMA

HYDERABAD

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hydrametio
Powerglide
student rates456 E San Salvador
CY 5-4247

Classified Rates:
2Se s line first insertion

Assom
State

SIKKIM

A &M Auto Repair

CHOW

LHASA
*

KATMANDU

CAN’T WIN FOR LOSING
WORCESTER. England (UPI)
Clifford M. Henshaw was fined
fifi.50 yesterday for failing to
switch on his lights in Parke Lane

BUY
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TIBET

DELHi

’SJS Instructor Helps
CHINA In Lifesaving Find

Ze,

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"
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